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A striking asymmetry in human sensorimotor processing is that humans synchronize
movements to rhythmic sound with far greater precision than to temporally equivalent
visual stimuli (e.g., to an auditory vs. a flashing visual metronome). Traditionally, this find-
ing is thought to reflect a fundamental difference in auditory vs. visual processing, i.e.,
superior temporal processing by the auditory system and/or privileged coupling between
the auditory and motor systems. It is unclear whether this asymmetry is an inevitable con-
sequence of brain organization or whether it can be modified (or even eliminated) by stim-
ulus characteristics or by experience. With respect to stimulus characteristics, we found
that a moving, colliding visual stimulus (a silent image of a bouncing ball with a distinct
collision point on the floor) was able to drive synchronization nearly as accurately as sound
in hearing participants. To study the role of experience, we compared synchronization to
flashing metronomes in hearing and profoundly deaf individuals. Deaf individuals per-
formed better than hearing individuals when synchronizing with visual flashes, suggesting
that cross-modal plasticity enhances the ability to synchronize with temporally discrete
visual stimuli. Furthermore, when deaf (but not hearing) individuals synchronized with
the bouncing ball, their tapping patterns suggest that visual timing may access higher-
order beat perception mechanisms for deaf individuals. These results indicate that the
auditory advantage in rhythmic synchronization is more experience- and stimulus-
dependent than has been previously reported.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Rhythmic synchronization (the ability to entrain one’s
movements to a perceived periodic stimulus, such as a
metronome) is a widespread human ability that has been
studied for over a century in the cognitive sciences (Repp
& Su, 2013). Across many studies, a basic finding which
has been extensively replicated is that entrainment is more
accurate to auditory than to visual rhythmic stimuli with
identical timing characteristics (e.g., to a metronomic series
of tones vs. flashes). Interestingly, when nonhuman prima-
tes (Rhesus monkeys) are trained to tap to a metronome,
they do not show this modality asymmetry, and further-
more they tap a few hundred ms after each metronome
event, unlike humans who anticipate the events and tap
in coincidence with them (Zarco, Merchant, Prado, &
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Mendez, 2009). Thus, the modality asymmetry (and antici-
patory behavior) seen in human synchronization studies is
not a generic consequence of having a primate brain, and
instead reveals something specific to human cognition.

In cognitive research, the auditory–visual asymmetry in
human rhythmic synchronization accuracy is often taken
as reflecting superior temporal processing within the audi-
tory system. In the current study we asked if this asymme-
try is indeed an inevitable consequence of human brain
function, or if the asymmetry can be tempered (or even
eliminated) by altering the characteristics of visual stimuli.
In addition, we investigated if developmental experience
plays a role in the accuracy of visual timing abilities and
rhythmic perception by studying profoundly and congeni-
tally deaf individuals.

1.1. Modality differences in temporal processing

The question of modality differences in the perception of
time and rhythm has been a matter of debate for at least a
century, and the question is of interest because it constrains
theories of the cognitive architecture of timing. Is there an
amodal timing center that can be accessed through the
various senses, or is timing inherently tied to audition?
Explanations have ranged from early claims that purely
visual rhythm exists on an equal footing with auditory
rhythm (e.g., Miner, 1903), to claims that any rhythmic
sense one gets from a visual stimulus is due to an internal
recoding into auditory imagery (‘auralization’, e.g.,
Guttman, Gilroy, & Blake, 2005). The former view is consis-
tent with a more general timing facility, while the latter
obviously ties timing uniquely to the auditory system.

Most existing research, and common experience,
appear to support a significant deficit in rhythmic timing
behavior driven by visual compared to auditory input.
Evidence to date indicates that no discrete rhythmic visual
stimulus can elicit the precise motor synchronization
that humans exhibit to auditory rhythms (Repp & Penel,
2004). For the most part this view has been based on com-
paring synchronization with tones to synchronization with
discretely timed visual stimuli (typically flashes), which
are similar to tones in having abrupt onsets and a brief
duration. When comparing tones and flashes, one observes
significantly poorer synchronization with visual flashes
(Repp, 2003), a dominance for sound in audio-visual syn-
chronization paradigms (Repp & Penel, 2004), poorer recall
of visual rhythmic patterns, despite training (Collier &
Logan, 2000; Gault & Goodfellow, 1938), and temporal
illusions in which the timing of an auditory stimulus influ-
ences perception of the timing of a visual stimulus
(reviewed in Recanzone (2003)). The consistent superiority
of audition in these studies has supported the idea that the
auditory system is specialized for the processing of time, as
expressed in the dichotomy ‘‘audition is for time; vision for
space’’, a generally-accepted tenet that has guided much
thought and experiment about the relationships between
the modalities (Handel, 1988; Kubovy, 1988; Miner, 1903).

Poorer synchronization to flashing vs. auditory metro-
nomes is surprising because the individual flashes gener-
ally occur at rates well within the temporal precision of
the visual system (Holcombe, 2009). Although the flashes
within visual rhythms are individually perceived, they do
not give rise to the same sense of timing as do temporally
equivalent auditory stimuli and thus cannot as effectively
drive synchronization (Repp, 2003). This result has led to
the suggestion that there is a fundamentally different
mode of coupling between rhythmic information and the
motor system, depending on whether the information is
auditory or visual (Patel, Iversen, Chen, & Repp, 2005). This
notion is supported by behavioral studies suggesting that
flashes on their own do not give rise to a strong sense of
beat (McAuley & Henry, 2010), and findings based on auto-
correlation measures of successive inter-tap intervals sug-
gest that the timing of taps to auditory and visual stimuli
may be controlled differently (Chen, Repp, & Patel, 2002).
Neuroimaging studies have also shown that synchroniza-
tion with flashing visual stimuli depends on different brain
regions than synchronization with temporally equivalent
rhythmic auditory stimuli, including much stronger activa-
tion (during auditory–motor vs. visual–motor metronome
synchronization) in the putamen, a region of the basal
ganglia important in timing of discrete intervals (Grahn,
Henry, & McAuley, 2011; Hove, Fairhurst, Kotz, & Keller,
2013; Jäncke, Loose, Lutz, Specht, & Shah, 2000;
Merchant, Harrington, & Meck, 2013).

1.2. Temporal processing of moving visual stimuli

Although tapping to flashes lacks the precision of tap-
ping to tones, there is ample evidence of precise visuomotor
timing in other kinds of tasks. For example, the brain accom-
plishes precise visuomotor timing when moving objects and
collisions are involved, e.g., when catching a ball or hitting a
ball with a tennis racket (Bootsma & van Wieringen, 1990;
Regan, 1992). Such visuomotor acts are typically not peri-
odic, but it is possible that the accuracy demonstrated in
such acts could occur when synchronizing with a moving
visual stimulus with a periodic ‘‘collision point.’’ A critical
question, then, is how well synchronization can be driven
by a moving visual stimulus with a periodic collision point.
To address this question, we investigated visuomotor syn-
chronization with a simulated bouncing ball that collided
periodically (and silently) with the floor.

It is important to note that the synchronization behavior
used in this study involves discrete movements (i.e., finger
taps) aligned with discrete points in time (collision points),
and is thus distinct from the large body of work demon-
strating precise visuomotor timing in continuous move-
ment synchronization with moving visual stimuli (e.g.,
Amazeen, Schmidt, & Turvey, 1995). While participants
show a high degree of temporal precision in such continu-
ous synchronization tasks, such synchronization is thought
to employ a fundamentally different implicit timing mech-
anism than that involved in driving discrete, explicitly
timed, rhythmic responses, which require explicit repre-
sentation of temporal events (Huys, Studenka, Rheaume,
Zelaznik, & Jirsa, 2008; Zelaznik, Spencer, & Ivry, 2002).
Thus, we are asking how well discrete, repeated moments
in time can be coordinated with moving visual stimuli.

There has been little research examining discrete rhyth-
mic tapping to periodically moving visual stimuli. Recently,
Hove, Spivey, and Krumhansl (2010) demonstrated that
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synchronization with moving visual stimuli (images of ver-
tical bars or fingers moving up and down at a constant
speed) was considerably better than to flashes, although
it was still inferior to synchronization to an auditory
metronome. The current work extends this finding in two
directions. First, we ask if presenting more physically real-
istic motion trajectories with a potentially more distinct
temporal target could enhance visual synchronization to
the same level as auditory synchronization. Such a result
would be noteworthy since to date no purely visual stimu-
lus has been shown to drive rhythmic synchronization as
well as auditory tones.

Second, the current work takes a different approach to
testing synchronization than much of the past work. In
contrast to previous studies, which used the failure of syn-
chronization at fast tempi to define synchronization ability
(Hove et al., 2010; Repp, 2003), we chose a slower tempo
(at which synchronization would be expected to be suc-
cessful for all stimuli) because we wanted to study the
temporal quality of successful synchronization in order to
gain insight into the mechanisms of synchronization. That
is, rather than pushing the system to failure, we instead
characterize a range of measures of dynamic quality of
synchronization, recognizing that ‘successful’ synchroniza-
tion can encompass a wide range of behaviors. We thus
chose a tempo of 100 beats per minute (600 ms inter-
onset-interval; IOI), which is a tempo where the majority
of participants are expected synchronize successfully with
both tones and flashes (Repp, 2003). Ultimately, our aim
was to determine if synchronization to a moving visual
stimulus could match the precision seen for auditory stim-
uli, and if it demonstrates other temporal properties in
common with tapping to sound (e.g., as measured by auto-
correlation of successive taps), which would suggest the
possibility of a common mechanism. If so, this would chal-
lenge the view that the auditory system is uniformly more
effective at driving periodic discrete movement.

1.3. Influence of deafness on visual processing

Can the ability to synchronize with visual stimuli be
modified by experience? Attempts to improve visual tem-
poral processing in hearing participants through training
have generally not been successful (Collier & Logan,
2000). However, the radically different experience with
sound and vision experienced by adults who are pro-
foundly deaf from birth could have a significant impact
on the ability to synchronize with visual stimuli. Deafness
(often in conjunction with sign language experience) has
been shown to affect a number of visual and spatial abili-
ties (see Bavelier, Dye, & Hauser, 2006; Pavani & Bottari,
2012, for recent reviews); however, the extant literature
is unclear with respect to whether deafness might be pre-
dicted to improve or impair visual synchronization ability.

On the one hand, auditory deprivation has been shown
to enhance aspects of visual processing, e.g., visual motion
detection (Bavelier et al., 2001), attention to the visual
periphery (Proksch & Bavelier, 2002), and speed of reaction
to visual stimuli (Bottari, Caclin, Giard, & Pavani, 2011). In
particular, deaf individuals are faster and more accurate at
detecting the direction of motion of a stimulus presented
in the visual periphery (e.g., Neville & Lawson, 1987),
although deaf and hearing groups do not differ in coherent
motion discrimination thresholds (e.g., Bosworth &
Dobkins, 2002). Deaf individuals are also faster to detect
abrupt visual onsets (Bottari, Nava, Ley, & Pavani, 2010;
Bottari et al., 2011; Loke & Song, 1991). Several researchers
have proposed that enhanced visual abilities in deaf indi-
viduals stem from selective changes in the ‘‘motion path-
way’’ along dorsal visual stream (e.g., Armstrong, Neville,
Hillyard, & Mitchell, 2002; Bavelier et al., 2006; Neville &
Bavelier, 2002). Recent evidence has also suggested that
behavioral changes in visual processing are associated with
altered neural responses in striate cortex (Bottari et al.,
2011) as well as in primary auditory cortex (Scott, Karns,
Dow, Stevens, & Neville, 2014). It is possible that greater
sensitivity to motion direction and to visual onsets could
improve visuomotor rhythmic synchronization to a mov-
ing and/or a flashing visual stimulus, perhaps to the level
of auditory synchronization observed for hearing individu-
als. Such a result would indicate that a strong asymmetry
between visual and auditory synchronization may not be
an inevitable consequence of human neural organization.

On the other hand, several studies have also documented
a range of temporal perception deficits in deaf individuals.
Kowalska and Szelag (2006) found that congenitally deaf
adolescents were less able to estimate temporal duration,
and Bolognini, Rossetti, Maravita, and Miniussi (2011)
found that deaf adults were impaired compared to hearing
adults in discriminating the temporal duration of touches.
Bolognini et al. (2011) also provided TMS evidence that
auditory association cortex was involved in temporal pro-
cessing at an earlier stage for deaf participants, which corre-
lated with their tactile temporal impairment. Finally,
several studies have documented temporal sequencing def-
icits in deaf children (e.g., Conway, Pisoni, & Kronenberger,
2009; Conway et al., 2011). These findings have lead to
the suggestion that auditory experience is necessary for
the development of timing abilities in other modalities. In
particular, Conway et al. (2009) proposed the ‘‘auditory
scaffolding’’ hypothesis, which argues that sound provides
a supporting framework for time and sequencing behavior.
Under conditions of auditory deprivation, this scaffolding is
absent, which results in disturbances in non-auditory
abilities related to temporal or serial order information. If
visual synchronization were similarly bootstrapped from
auditory experience, then one would expect poorer rhyth-
mic visual synchronization in deaf individuals than in
hearing individuals.

1.4. Overview of experiments, dependent measures, and
hypotheses

To investigate these questions, we measured sensori-
motor synchronization by deaf and hearing individuals
using a variety of isochronous stimuli: a flashing light (pre-
sented in central and peripheral visual fields), a simulated
bouncing ball, and auditory tones (for hearing participants
only). As mentioned above, deaf individuals have been
shown to allocate more attention to the visual periphery
compared to hearing individuals, possibly because they
rely on vision to monitor the edges of their environment
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(Bavelier et al., 2006). In addition, auditory cortex exhibits
a larger response to peripheral than to perifoveal visual
stimuli for deaf individuals (Scott et al., 2014). To examine
whether heightened visual attention to the periphery (and
the possible greater involvement of auditory cortex) might
facilitate visuomotor synchronization, the flash stimuli
were presented to the peripheral visual field, as well as
centrally (on different trials). We hypothesized that group
differences in visuomotor synchronization with flashes
might reveal an advantage for deaf participants and that
this might be most evident for stimuli presented to the
visual periphery,

For all stimulus types, synchronization was measured by
asking participants to tap a finger in time with the stimuli.
Several measures of performance were quantified: (1) var-
iation in tap timing, which addresses how effectively the
timing of the stimulus is represented and is able to drive
motor output, (2) mean asynchrony (deviation of tap time
from stimulus target time) as a measure of the accuracy
of timing, (3) the prevalence of outright failures to synchro-
nize, and (4) autocorrelation structure of inter tap interval
(ITI) time series. These measures will provide insight into
possible presence and nature of timing mechanisms, such
as error correction and metrical time keeping. While mea-
sures 1–3 are measures of the quality of synchronization,
autocorrelation provides a way to make inferences about
underlying timing mechanisms, because it describes how
the timing of behavior depends on past history. Similar
autocorrelation patterns are consistent with similarities in
underlying timing mechanisms (Wing, 2002), and autocor-
relation can provide evidence for more complex hierarchi-
cal timing processes central to music perception (Vorberg
& Hambuch, 1978), as explained in greater detail in Section
2.4 below. We hypothesized that measures 1–3 would
reveal that tapping in time to a moving visual stimulus is
superior to tapping to a flashing visual stimulus and that
the level of performance is comparable to tapping to tones.
For autocorrelation, we predicted an equivalent degree of
error correction when tapping with moving visual stimuli
and tones, as revealed by negative lag-1 autocorrelation
values. However, higher-order autocorrelations, at lags >1
(which provide evidence for more complex timing pro-
cesses) might only be present for synchronization to tones,
which would suggest that timing processes involved in the
hierarchical perception of time may be limited to the audi-
tory domain, despite equivalent performance across
modalities. (Details about specific predictions concerning
autocorrelation results at different lags are presented in
Section 2.4).
2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-three deaf signers (11 women; Mage = 28.9 -
years) and twenty-two hearing non-signers (15 women;
Mage = 27.0 years) participated. The two groups did not
differ in age, t(43) = .440. The deaf and hearing groups
also did not differ in their level of education (a reason-
able proxy for socioeconomic status). The majority of
participants in both groups were college educated, and
the mean number of years of education did not differ
between the deaf participants (14.9 years; SD = 2.0) and
the hearing participants (15.5 years; SD = 1.7), t(43) = .265.
The deaf participants were born deaf (N = 20) or became
deaf before age three years (N = 3) and used American
Sign Language (ASL) as their primary language. All deaf
participants were either severely deaf (>70 dB loss; N = 3)
or profoundly deaf (>90 dB loss; N = 20). Hearing partici-
pants reported normal hearing and had no knowledge of
ASL (beyond occasional familiarity with the fingerspelled
alphabet). Hearing participants were recruited from the
San Diego area and tested at San Diego State University
(SDSU) and were not selected on the basis of musical
experience. Deaf participants were either tested at SDSU
or at a deaf convention in San Diego. All participants were
paid for their participation. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of San Diego State University.

2.2. Stimuli

Three isochronous rhythmic stimuli were used in this
study: A flashing visual square, an animated bouncing ball,
and auditory tones. The inter-event interval was 600 ms.
Stimulus details were as follows. Flash: A white square
(2.7� wide) flashed on for 100 ms ms on a black screen
(Dell Latitude e600, LCD, 60 Hz refresh rate, response time
�16 ms (one frame) for transition from black to white,
flash duration was six frames). The flashing square was
located at the center (3 trials), or at one of four randomly
chosen corners of the screen (10.7� eccentricity; position
constant during each trial; 3 trials). Fixation was main-
tained on a cross at the center of the screen. Bouncing ball:
A silent, realistic image of a basketball (2.7� diameter)
moved vertically with its height following a rectified sinu-
soidal trajectory resulting in a sharp rebound (vertical dis-
tance moved was approximately 2 ball diameters). A
stationary white bar at the bounce point yielded the illu-
sion of an elastic collision of the ball with the floor. Tones:
Sinusoidal 500 Hz tone bursts with 50 ms duration, 10 ms
rise/fall presented at a comfortable level over headphones.

2.3. Procedure

Participants sat 2500 from an LCD display, with a MIDI
drum pad in their lap (Roland SPD-6). Instructions and
stimuli were presented using Presentation (Neurobehav-
ioral Systems), which also collected responses from the
drum pad through a MIDI to serial interface (Midiman
PC/S). For hearing participants, all stimuli were used, and
instructions were presented as text. For deaf participants,
only the visual stimuli were presented, and videotaped
instructions were presented in ASL on the computer
screen. ASL was the first language for the deaf participants,
and therefore both groups received instructions in their
native language. The instructions were to tap in synchrony
with the stimulus at a steady tempo using the dominant
hand. The tap target was the flash or tone onset or the
moment of rebound of the ball. Stimuli were presented
blocked in one of four random orders for each participant
group, counterbalanced across participants. Each block
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contained instructions, a demonstration of each stimulus
and three identical experimental trials (6 for the flash con-
dition because there were two flash positions). Data from
the trials for a given stimulus were pooled. Stimuli for each
trial lasted 30 s. The overall experiment time averaged
18 min for deaf participants and 20 min for hearing partic-
ipants. While hearing participants had more trials (because
of the inclusion of auditory stimuli) the video instructions
to the deaf participants took longer, which reduced the
difference in total time for completing the experiment.

2.4. Analyses

Tapping time series were analyzed using circular statis-
tics (Fisher, 1993). Tap times were converted to relative
phase (RP), a normalized measure of the time of the tap
relative to the nearest stimulus onset, using the stimulus
onset times of the immediately preceding and following
stimuli to define a reference interval (see Fig. 1E below).
RP ranges from �0.5 to +0.5: a RP of zero indicates perfect
temporal alignment between tap and stimulus, a negative
RP indicates that the tap preceded the stimulus, and
positive RP indicates that the tap followed the stimulus.
RP values can be represented as vectors on the unit circle
(Fig. 1B and F). Synchronization performance was quanti-
fied in several ways. A first measure is the circular standard
deviation (sdcirc) of the tap RPs, defined as sqrt(�2ln(R)),
where R is the mean of the RP vectors (Fisher, 1993). Taps
consistently timed relative to the stimulus have relative
phases tightly clustered around a mean value, and thus a
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multiple periodic levels, so-called metrical timekeeping, an
ability that is central to music perception and production
(e.g., Patel et al., 2005). Non-zero higher-lag autocorrela-
tions have been proposed as signs of this metrical time
keeping, specifically interval timing that operates at
multiple nested levels (Keller & Repp, 2004; Vorberg &
Hambuch, 1978). Relevant to the current work, existing
evidence suggests that specific patterns of higher-order
autocorrelations characterize metrical timekeeping. In par-
ticular, a relatively negative lag-3 autocorrelation (AC-3),
with other high-order lags being close to zero, has been
found experimentally when participants were instructed
to synchronize their response in groups of 2, or binary
meter (Vorberg & Hambuch, 1978). Grouping by three or
four, in contrast, is characterized by positive lag-3 and
lag-4 autocorrelations respectively, with other high-order
lags zero. This is an empirical result, and while the mech-
anistic reason for these patterns is not yet understood, they
provide a template for searching the present results for
evidence of metrical timekeeping.

Based on our goal of characterizing differences in the
quality of successful synchronization, we used a strict crite-
rion to include only strongly synchronized trials. Trials
without strong synchronization (Rayleigh test, P > 0.001)
were excluded from analysis of these three measures
(sdcirc, mean RP, and autocorrelation). Using this exclusion
criterion only the flash condition had an appreciable num-
ber of excluded trials (average �31%). All other conditions
combined had on average 0.8% excluded trials (and these
were caused by only one or two individuals). Additionally,
for the autocorrelation analysis of ITI time series any trials
with missing taps were excluded (�5%). The first four taps
of each trial were omitted, to avoid startup transients, leav-
ing on average 45.3 ± 3.8 analyzed taps per trial. Finally, in
a separate analysis, the percentage of failed trials was also
calculated, by counting the number of trials that failed the
Rayleigh test, using a conservative threshold of Rayleigh
P > 0.1.
1 Unless otherwise noted, all t tests were two-tailed. flash results were
pooled across central and peripheral locations, yielding six trials to the
other contidions’ three. This imbalance was verified not to affect the results
by reanalyzing only the central flashes. Differences remained highly
significant. Non-parametric statistics were used for sdcirc because it
departed from normality: Jarque–Bera P = 0.002.
3. Results

3.1. Modality differences in synchronization

To establish a baseline for the comparisons of interest,
we replicated previous results concerning synchronization
with discrete auditory and visual isochronous stimuli in
hearing participants. Fig. 1 shows representative examples
of tapping to tones and flashes by a hearing individual and
illustrates the main quantitative measures used to charac-
terize synchronization in this study. The top row is a
typical example of tapping to an auditory metronome,
showing stable relative phase (RP) that is close to zero
(meaning that taps are close to the sound onsets) and cor-
respondingly small variations in inter-tap interval (ITI; see
Fig. 1B and C, respectively). The sequential patterning of ITI
is measured by the autocorrelation of the ITI time series
(Fig. 1D). When tapping to tones, the lag-one autocorrela-
tion (AC-1) is typically negative, as it is here, indicating
that successive ITIs are inversely correlated (i.e., a long
ITI is usually followed by a shorter ITI). This result has
often been interpreted as a sign of active error correction
in synchronization (Repp, 2005; Wing & Beek, 2002).
Tapping to visual flashes (bottom row) was more variable,
as has been reported previously (Chen et al., 2002; Repp,
2003; Hove et al., 2010). In particular, the RP values were
more variable, as measured by a larger value of circular
standard deviation of the relative phase (sdcirc) and were
not as closely aligned to the flash onsets (mean RP different
from zero; Fig. 1F). The ITI time series showed a greater
variation (Fig. 1G), and successive ITIs were positively
correlated (AC-1 > 0; Fig. 1F), indicating that the ITI was
slowly drifting around the mean value and suggesting that
the error-correcting timing mechanism observed for
tapping to auditory stimuli is not as effective when tapping
to visual stimuli.

Differences in synchronization between tones and
flashes were reliable at the group level in terms of sdcirc

(median tone: 0.044, flash: 0.116; Wilcoxon signed rank
Z = 126.5, P < 0.0001) and AC-1 (mean tone: �0.223, flash:
0.108; t(17) = 6.2, P < 0.0001).1 In addition, the percentage
of failures to synchronize was vastly different, with no
failures to synchronize to the tones, but an average of 29%
failed trials for flashes.
3.2. Synchronization to moving, colliding visual stimuli vs.
auditory tones

In contrast to the poor performance for tapping to
flashes, changing the nature of the visual stimulus to
include movement and collisions resulted in improved
synchronization performance that was substantially better
than tapping to flashes and approached the performance
observed when tapping to auditory stimuli. First, unlike
synchronization with flashes, the circular standard devia-
tion (sdcirc) of tapping to a bouncing ball was similar to
the sdcirc of tapping to an auditory metronome (Fig. 2A).
The median sdcirc for the bouncing ball was larger than
for the tones, but this difference was not statistically sig-
nificant at a population level (median 0.052 cycles
[31.8 ms] vs. 0.044 cycles [26.4 ms], respectively; Wilco-
xon rank sum P = 0.09). However, given the group trend
for slightly higher variability when tapping to the ball than
to the tone, we also analyzed this comparison on a subject-
by-subject basis. Fig. 2B (bottom) shows a histogram of the
within-subject difference of sdcirc for bouncing ball minus
tones across subjects. The large modal peak centered at
zero difference indicates that for the majority of subjects,
performance was equivalent, or nearly so, for the auditory
and visual stimuli. The long right tail shows that a minority
of subjects did markedly worse when tapping to the
bouncing ball. These subjects ensured that the distribution
was significantly biased toward better performance for
tones (P = .011, Wilcoxon signed rank test; P = .033 when
the two outliers at the right end of the distribution are
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Fig. 2. Silent moving visual stimuli can drive synchronization nearly as accurately as sound. (A) Synchronization performance (circular standard deviation)
for visual flashes, visual bouncing ball and auditory tones for hearing participants. Larger values indicate more variable tapping. Boxes show the median
(dark horizontal line), quartiles (box; notch indicates the 95% confidence interval around the median), central 99% of data (whiskers), and outliers (dots).
(B) Histograms of the per-subject difference in circular standard deviation (sdcirc) between flash and tone (top) and bouncing ball and tone (bottom).
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negative lag-1 autocorrelation, but differ in lag-3 autocorrelation, which was significantly negative only for tones.
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excluded). Performance for the bouncing ball is markedly
superior in contrast to the same measure in flashes:
Fig. 2B, top shows the within-subject difference of sdcirc

for flashes minus tones, which was always positive, and
had no values near zero. Overall, this result suggests that
for most individuals, the quality of timing information
delivered by the bouncing ball is similar to that delivered
by the discrete tones.

Tapping to the bouncing ball and tones was also equiv-
alent in terms of the short-term autocorrelation of the
inter-tap-interval (ITI) time series (Fig. 2C). The mean AC-
1 for both the ball and the tones was significantly negative
and almost identical numerically (�0.221 and �0.235,
both P < 0.0001 compared to zero), which is consistent
with rapid serial correction of deviations from the target
ITI, a pattern reported in prior tapping studies with audi-
tory metronomes (Repp, 2005). The AC-1 values for the ball
and tones were not significantly different (t(20) = 0.28,
P = 0.78), indicating that a comparable timing process
may be involved in synchronization to the moving visual
stimulus and to tones. Furthermore, individual partici-
pants’ performance on the bouncing ball and tones as
measured by sdcirc were highly correlated (Kendall’s
tau = 0.51, P < 0.001), in contrast with previous findings
that performance on discrete and continuous timing tasks
are not correlated within individuals (Zelaznik et al., 2002).
The lack of correlation in previous work was used to
support the existence of separate timing mechanisms for
discrete and continuous movements. Thus, the current
finding of correlation would seem to rule out the possibil-
ity that timing to a moving visual stimulus was accom-
plished using a continuous mode of timing.

One interesting difference emerged in the higher-order
autocorrelations (lag > 1), as seen in Fig. 2C: the lag-3 auto-
correlation (AC-3) was significantly negative for tapping
with tones, but not for tapping with the bouncing ball
(stars on plot; mean AC-3 for tone: �0.115, t(20) = 7.42,
P < 0.0001; bouncing ball: 0.0, t(20) = 0.01, P = 0.99). AC-2
was also slightly negative for tapping with tones (mean:
�0.06, t(20) = 4.28, P < 0.001). Autocorrelations at all other
higher-order lags were not significantly different from zero
(all P > 0.54). Confirming the difference in higher-order
autocorrelations, a 2-way (condition � lag) repeated-
measures mixed-effects model demonstrated a main effect
of stimulus condition (tone vs. bouncing ball) (P = 0.016)
and a condition x lag interaction (P = 0.034), and a
marginal effect of lag (P = 0.08). A post hoc test between
conditions revealed a significant difference only for AC-3
(t(20) = 3.53, P < 0.002, but no difference between condi-
tions for the other lags (all Ps > 0.33). The general finding
of non-zero higher order autocorrelations means that the
timing of a tap depends not only on the immediately pre-
ceding interval, but that it is a more complex function of
earlier taps. This pattern of findings thus suggests that
the timing mechanisms involved when tapping to tones
are more complex than those involved with tapping to
the bouncing ball. The specific finding of a negative AC-3
replicates past experiments on the metrical organization
of taps into groups of two (Vorberg & Hambuch, 1978;
see Section 2.4), suggesting that participants perceived
the tones, but not the bouncing ball, in groups of two. This
pattern will be discussed further in Section 3.4, below.

3.3. Visuomotor synchronization in hearing vs. deaf
participants

When deaf participants synchronized with isochronous
flashes, the quality of their synchronization was different
in a number of ways from that of hearing participants. First,
deaf participants did not show the drift in their tapping that
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characterizes tapping by hearing individuals, as evident in
autocorrelation functions (see the arrows in Fig. 3A and
B). For the hearing group, tapping with flashes had a posi-
tive lag-1 autocorrelation (AC-1) indicating that ITIs drifted
slowly around the target value of 600 ms (mean AC-1:
0.108, significantly different from zero, t(17) = 2.7;
P = 0.024). The size and significance of the positive AC-1 is
consistent with past work (Chen et al., 2002) and is qualita-
tively different from the negative AC-1 seen when hearing
individuals tap with tones (Figs. 1 and 2). In contrast to
the hearing participants, the mean AC-1 for deaf partici-
pants was significantly negative (�0.060; one-sided
t(19) = 2.27, P = 0.017) and was significantly less than the
mean for the hearing group (Fig. 3C; 2-sample t(36) =
3.56; P = 0.001). A repeated measures mixed effect model
(participant group � flash position with subject as a
random effect) confirmed the strong group difference when
tapping to flashes (P = 0.002). Contrary to expectations,
however, there was no difference between central and
peripheral flashes (P = 0.55), nor any interaction between
group and flash position (P = 0.67).

Deaf participants were also more often able to success-
fully synchronize with visual flashes. Hearing participants
failed to synchronize in 29.4% of trials. Deaf participants
failed about half as often, in 15.2% of trials. A 2-way binomial
mixed effects linear model (group� flash position, subject as
a random factor) showed a significant effect of participant
group (P = 0.023) but again no trend for better performance
for centrally presented flashes (P = 0.14), and no interaction
between flash position and participant group (P = 0.93).

A third group difference we observed was in the mean
asynchrony (i.e., the time interval between tap and flash),
which was smaller for deaf participants (�7.3 ms) than
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Fig. 3. Evidence of better performance by deaf than hearing participants when
characterized by mean positive lag-1 autocorrelation (AC-1) for the hearing grou
in synchronization for the deaf participants. Error bars show the standard error o
plot conventions as in Fig. 2.
for hearing participants (�39.0 ms). The asynchrony for
deaf participants did not differ significantly from zero
(t(21) = 0.54, P = 0.60), while the asynchrony for hearing
participants did (t(21) = 3.19, P = 0.004). There was a
weak main effect of participant group (2-way repeated-
measures mixed-effects model, participant group: P =
0.065. There was no effect of flash location (P = .40), nor
any interaction between group and flash location (P = 0.78).
This pattern of results suggests that deaf participants sys-
tematically tapped closer in time to the flash. The mean
asynchrony for deaf participants tapping to visual flashes
was not significantly different from the mean asynchrony
of hearing participants tapping to an auditory metronome
(�7.3 ms vs. �18.2 ms; t(42) = 0.7, P = 0.49).

In sum, on a number of measures of visual flash syn-
chronization, the deaf participants performed significantly
better than hearing participants: fewer failed trials, no ITI
drift, and a trend toward smaller asynchrony. In contrast,
flash location did not differentially affect the deaf partici-
pants, contrary to our prediction (both groups tended to
perform better with centrally presented flashes but there
was no interaction effect).

Interestingly, these differences between deaf and hear-
ing participants in tapping to visual flashes were observed
despite the fact that there was no significant group differ-
ence in the overall variance of tapping to flashes, as mea-
sured by the circular standard deviation of RP (sdcirc)
values (sdcirc median 0.116 and 0.128 for hearing and deaf,
respectively; Wilcoxon rank sum P = 0.89). That is, deaf
and hearing participants showed a similar overall ‘‘spread’’
of temporal asynchronies between taps and flashes, but a
different temporal structure of successive inter-tap inter-
vals, and closer average synchrony to flash onsets.
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Deaf participants also were tested with the bouncing
ball stimulus. Unlike for flashes, in which several perfor-
mance measures showed advantages for deaf over hearing
participants, deaf participants were no better or worse
than hearing participants in tapping to the bouncing ball
in terms of variability (sdcirc) and AC-1 of tap time series
(see Fig. 4). The median sdcirc was 0.049 cycles [29.4 ms]
for deaf participants vs. 0.044 cycles [26.4 ms] for hearing
participants (Wilcoxon rank sum P = 0.90), and was simi-
larly skewed, with a few outliers at the high end in each
group. The mean AC-1 for deaf participants was similarly
negative: �0.211 vs. �0235 for hearing participants
(t(42) = 0.34, P = 0.73). These results indicate that accurate
synchronization to moving rhythmic visual stimuli does
not depend upon auditory experience and that the special-
ized visual experience of deaf signers does not enhance
this synchronization performance.
3.4. Higher-order autocorrelation in synchronization with
auditory and visual stimuli

Synchronization is often thought to involve only a serial
error correction mechanism, in which the timing of a tap
depends only on the previous interval, as typified by nega-
tive lag-1 autocorrelation of the ITI time series and zero
autocorrelation at higher lags (Repp, 2005; Wing, 2002).
As reported above, we found non-zero higher-order auto-
correlations for hearing participants tapping to tones
(Fig. 2C), specifically a negative lag-3 autocorrelation
(AC-3), indicating a more complex timing control of taps
that depends not only on the previous tap interval, but is
influenced by ITIs farther back in time. In hearing partici-
pants, negative AC-3 was observed only for tapping to
tones, but not for the visual bouncing ball. Higher-order
autocorrelations have implications for the cognitive mech-
anisms of time keeping and have been suggested to indi-
cate grouping or error correction at multiple metrical
levels when tapping to tones (Wing & Beek, 2002). Consis-
tent with this, negative AC-3 (with zero values for other
high-order lags) has been previously observed during
explicit tapping in a binary meter (Vorberg & Hambuch,
1978), and was suggested to represent motor planning
not only at the tap-to-tap level, but also at the higher level
of pairs of taps. Thus an interpretation of our results is that
for hearing participants the metronome may have been
perceived metrically, while the bouncing ball was not.

Interestingly, unlike hearing participants, deaf partici-
pants did show a significantly negative AC-3 when tapping
with the bouncing ball (Fig. 4B), which suggests that a
higher-level metrical grouping/error correction may have
been present in synchronization with the bouncing ball
for the deaf participants (AC-3 mean �0.076, t(22) = 2.70,
P = 0.012; AC-2, AC-4, and AC-5 not different from zero,
all Ps > 0.51). In support of this, the autocorrelation func-
tion for deaf participants synchronizing to the bouncing
ball was not significantly different from that observed for
hearing participants tapping to an auditory metronome.
A 2-way mixed-effects model (group � lag, subject as
random factor) revealed an effect of lag (P < 0.001), as
expected, but demonstrate the similarity of the groups
with no main effect of group (P = 0.17), nor an interaction
(P = 0.17). Post-hoc tests confirm the theoretically impor-
tant AC-3 did not differ between groups (Fig. 4B, arrow,
t(43) = 1.14, P = 0.26; other lags: AC-2: t(43) = 2.21,
P = 0.032; AC-4 and AC-5, all Ps > 0.44). This finding shows
that the bouncing ball tapping performance of the deaf
participants was similar to hearing participants’ tapping
with auditory tones, and was different from hearing partic-
ipants’ performance with the bouncing ball.
4. Discussion

The current work has shown that the long-observed
auditory advantage in rhythmic synchronization is more
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stimulus- and experience-dependent than has been previ-
ously reported. First, we found that a silent moving visual
stimulus can drive synchronization in some cases as
accurately as sound. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration that a purely visual stimulus can drive
discrete rhythmic synchronization almost as accurately
as an auditory metronome in the general population.
Second, several measures indicated that deaf individuals
were as good as or better than hearing individuals in
synchronizing movements to visual stimuli. Thus, lack of
auditory experience did not impair visual synchronization
ability. In contrast, it actually led to improvements in tem-
poral processing of visual flashes, and to tapping to moving
visual stimuli in a manner that closely resembled hearing
participants’ tapping to tones.

4.1. Moving, colliding visual stimuli largely eliminate the
auditory advantage in synchronization

For hearing participants, synchronization of tapping to a
bouncing ball and to a tone were similar in terms of the
variability of tapping, had equally high success rates for
synchronization, and had the same basic time structure
of tapping (identical lag-1 autocorrelation). Together these
findings suggest that the quality of estimation of discrete
points in time can be equivalent for auditory tones and
moving object collisions, and that these temporal esti-
mates are able to drive synchronized movement with
similar accuracy and temporal pattern of tapping. It is pos-
sible that accurate motor synchronization to the ball
occurred because the motion trajectory realistically resem-
bled that of a moving object with sharply defined collision
points and/or because relatively slower repetition rates
were used compared to previous work which found an
auditory advantage (e.g., Hove et al., 2010). More generally,
the brain’s ability to estimate time of impact for realisti-
cally-moving objects, and to coordinate motor behavior
with these estimates, may be quite high due to the evolu-
tionary significance of this ability for survival (e.g., in
throwing or dodging projectiles) and because of the expe-
rience that most humans have with coordinating move-
ment with estimated impact time of real objects (as
when catching a ball). Further research is required to
determine whether physically-realistic motion trajectories
are the most critical factor in creating equivalent auditory
and visual synchronization, and if synchronization at
higher rates maintains its parity with auditory stimuli.2

Recently, research directly inspired by the present find-
ings used a multimodal conflict paradigm to demonstrate
that for expert perceivers (musicians and video-game
experts), a bouncing ball stimulus was as effective at
disrupting synchronization with an auditory tone as the
converse (Hove, Iversen, Zhang, & Repp, 2013). Crucially,
equal disruption is only predicted if the temporal precision
of the representation of both stimuli is the same, in accor-
dance with optimal integration theory, which states that
2 Note that future work with higher-rate realistically moving stimuli
may be constrained by slow video refresh rates, which render fast
continuous motion disjointedly with large spatial jumps, and may instead
best be tested with physically moving visual stimuli.
the underlying temporal precision of the stimuli, rather
than stimulus modality, determines the dominance of
one modality over another in temporal integration tasks
(Alais & Burr, 2004; Burr & Alais, 2006). This finding thus
agrees with the conclusions of the present study.

The present finding of nearly equal accuracy for syn-
chronization with moving visual and auditory targets is
consistent with the hypothesis that there is a common,
amodal timing mechanism that can be driven effectively
by moving visual and auditory stimuli (Merchant et al.,
2013). A shared timing mechanism is consistent with the
observation that participants’ performance on auditory
and moving visual synchronization was correlated (see
Zelaznik et al., 2002), although future work is needed to
determine if this is truly due to shared underlying timing
mechanisms. Such work could also help determine where
in the brain timing information might converge across
modalities. Some key differences may arise given that the
visual system appears to require the prospective informa-
tion provided by a moving trajectory to drive rhythmic
movement with temporal accuracy, and (for hearing indi-
viduals) visual rhythms may not be perceived metrically.
A recent study by Hove, Fairhurst et al. (2013) suggests that
one component of motor timing circuitry, the putamen,
reflects the stability of synchronization, and not the modal-
ity of the stimulus, consistent with the view that amodal
motor timing is driven with varying degrees of effective-
ness by the different modalities.

Interestingly, when hearing participants tapped to
tones, but not the bouncing ball, we observed a negative
higher-order autocorrelation at lag-3 (AC-3). Why did we
observe a non-zero autocorrelation at lag-3 but not at
other higher-order lags? In general non-zero higher-lag
autocorrelations have been proposed as signs of metrical
time keeping, specifically interval timing that operates at
higher metrical levels (Keller & Repp, 2004; Vorberg &
Hambuch, 1978). In particular, our finding of a negative
AC-3 directly replicates an earlier study of binary metrical
synchronization (Vorberg & Hambuch, 1978) and thus
suggests that participants may have been perceiving the
auditory stimulus in a binary manner. It is well known that
auditory rhythms can be perceived metrically, i.e., with
periodicities at multiple time scales, as this forms the basis
of much music. This pattern can occur even for simple met-
ronomes, in which identical tones can be heard as metrical
groups of strong and weak beats (Bolton, 1894), sometimes
called the ‘tick-tock’ effect. The absence of higher-order
autocorrelation when tapping to the bouncing ball is espe-
cially interesting in this light. Overall the findings suggest
that for hearing participants tapping to the bouncing ball,
while similar to the tones in the basic accuracy of synchro-
nization, may not have yielded a metrical percept. While
requiring further investigation, this in turn would suggest
that for hearing individuals, a moving visual stimulus
may not have equal access to neural mechanisms that
are involved in more complex modes metrical timing
perception (cf. Patel & Iversen, 2014).

We have focused on the discrete nature of action tim-
ing, but a finding by Hove et al. (2010) is important to note.
They found that the compatibility of the direction of
motion of a moving visual stimulus and the direction of
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motion of the tapping finger influenced synchronization
success, suggesting that in some situations discrete timing
may be influenced by continuous information present in
the stimulus in addition to discrete timing information
(Repp & Steinman, 2010). Thus, tapping to a moving visual
stimulus may represent a mix of continuous and discrete
timing, although our experiment does not show this. At
present, it is possible to conclude that the ‘‘auditory advan-
tage’’ in rhythmic synchronization is not absolute and is
stimulus-dependent.

4.2. Deafness enhances visuomotor synchronization

Deaf individuals synchronized more successfully with
rhythmic flashes than did hearing individuals. Specifically,
they had fewer outright failures to synchronize, tapped
more closely in time to the flash onset, and did not display
the positive lag-1 autocorrelation indicative of the drifting
timing seen when hearing participants tap to flashes.
Instead they had a slightly negative lag-1 autocorrelation.
For the bouncing ball, deaf individuals synchronized with
equal accuracy as hearing individuals. These results indicate
that the auditory scaffolding hypothesis (Conway et al.,
2009) may not extend to the temporal sequential processing
involved in visuomotor synchronization. Our findings
clearly demonstrate that perception and synchronization
with visual isochronous sequences do not require experi-
ence with auditory rhythms. It remains possible that deaf
individuals may recruit auditory neural mechanisms to pro-
cess visual temporal information. Several studies report
that auditory cortex in congenitally deaf individuals
responds to visual input (Cardin et al., 2013; Finney, Fine,
& Dobkins, 2001; Karns, Dow, & Neville, 2012; Scott et al.,
2014). It is possible that engagement of these ‘‘auditory’’
neural mechanisms may be critical for accurate visual
synchronization, although without further research, this
hypothesis remains speculative.

We found that auditory deprivation, perhaps in concert
with life-long signing, appears to enhance some aspects of
visual-motor timing behavior. This result is somewhat sur-
prising in light of a range of findings suggesting temporal
processing impairments in deaf individuals (e.g., Bolognini
et al., 2012; Conway et al., 2009; Kowalska & Szelag,
2006). However, these other studies dealt with temporal
sequencing or the perception of the duration of single time
intervals, suggesting that the timing processes involved
in synchronization with repetitive visual stimuli are not
similarly impaired by the lack of auditory experience.

Enhancement of visual processing in deaf signers is gen-
erally thought to occur primarily for motion processing in
the peripheral visual field and to be limited to attentional
tasks (Bavelier et al., 2006). The fact that we did not
observe differences in group performance based on eccen-
tricity suggests that such specializations did not play a crit-
ical role in visuomotor synchronization to flashing stimuli.
Recently, Pavani and Bottari (2012) argued that stimulus
eccentricity is not a definitive predictor of whether deaf
and hearing participants will differ in performance. Several
studies have reported superior performance on speeded
visual detection tasks when stimuli are presented either
foveally or parafoveally (Bottari et al., 2010; Chen, Zhang,
& Zhou, 2006; Reynolds, 1993). We suggest that the
enhanced visual sensitivity observed for deaf individuals
at both central and peripheral locations may underlie in
part their enhanced ability to accurately tap to visual
flashes. Enhanced early sensory detection (‘‘reactivity’’)
may cascade through the system, facilitating higher-level
visuomotor synchronization processes.

Despite finding a deaf advantage in tapping with
flashes, it must be noted that the overall variability of tap-
ping to flashes for both groups was still markedly greater
than what was observed for synchronization with auditory
tones in hearing participants. This suggests that despite
some advantages, the experience of deaf participants was
not sufficient to make tapping with flashing lights
approach the accuracy observed in tapping with sound.

Further clues regarding the origin of differences due to
deafness come from our observation that when tapping
with the bouncing ball, deaf participants had the unusual
feature of higher-order negative lag-3 autocorrelation that
was also seen when hearing participants tapped with an
auditory, but not visual, stimulus. Because such higher-
order autocorrelations, and lag-3 in particular, have been
proposed as a sign of binary hierarchical timekeeping (as
discussed in Section 4.1), the finding suggests that deaf
individuals might organize visual rhythm metrically,
perceiving the bounces in groups of two in the way that
hearing people may do for sound, but presumably without
auditory imagery. This result contrasts with past sugges-
tions that visual stimuli can only be perceived metrically
if they are internally recoded into auditory images, either
through obligatory mechanisms, or due to prior exposure
to equivalent auditory rhythms (Glenberg & Jona, 1991;
Guttman et al., 2005; Karabanov, Blom, Forsman, & Ullén,
2009; McAuley & Henry, 2010; Patel et al., 2005). Further
study of naturally hierarchical visual stimuli in hearing
individuals, such as musical conducting gestures (Luck &
Sloboda, 2009), dance movements (Stevens, Schubert,
Wang, Kroos, & Halovic, 2009), or point-light images of
biological motion (Su, 2014) could reveal whether access
to metrical processing is more modality-independent
than previously believed. Along these lines, Grahn (2012)
has suggested that for hearing individuals perception
of a step-wise rotating visual bar shows evidence of
metricality.

Why might deaf synchronization to visual stimuli more
closely resemble in quality and complexity hearing syn-
chronization to tones? Auditory deprivation has been
found to lead to enhanced visual responses in multimodal
association cortices (Bavelier et al., 2001), including
posterior parietal cortex, an area that is active during
auditory synchronization and thought to be important for
auditory to motor transformations (Pollok, Butz, Gross, &
Schnitzler, 2007). A speculative possibility arising from
our findings is that it is these higher-order areas that
underlie the more ‘auditory-like’ character of visual syn-
chronization in deaf individuals, perhaps because visual
inputs have developed a stronger ability to drive associa-
tion areas involved in beat perception. These changes
may occur because of an absence of competing auditory
inputs that would normally dominate multimodal areas
in hearing individuals (Bavelier et al., 2006; cf. Patel &
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Iversen, 2014). Future neuroimaging studies could deter-
mine whether visual rhythm processing by deaf individu-
als engages a similar brain network as beat-based
processing in hearing individuals, and if processing of
moving visual stimuli shows greater commonality with
auditory processing networks than does processing of
flashing visual stimuli (Chen, Penhune, & Zatorre, 2008;
Grahn & Brett, 2009; Grahn et al., 2011; Hove, Fairhurst
et al., 2013; Hove, Iversen et al., 2013; Teki, Grube,
Kumar, & Griffiths, 2011).

It remains possible that some of these effects on visual
synchronization by deaf individuals could be driven by
sign language experience, rather than by deafness. Like
the current study, previous studies examining temporal
processing in congenitally deaf signers did not test sepa-
rate groups of hearing native signers or ‘‘oral’’ deaf individ-
uals who do not know sign language (e.g., Bolognini et al.,
2011; Kowalska & Szelag, 2006), possibly because these
participant groups are difficult to recruit. The recent
review of visual abilities in deaf individuals by Pavani
and Bottari (2012) reported that the vast majority of exist-
ing studies tested congenital or early deaf participants who
primarily used sign language and that differences in sign
language background alone could not account for variabil-
ity in study results. Enhancements that have clearly been
shown to be tied to sign language experience rather than
to deafness generally involve high-level visual skills, such
as mental rotation (e.g., Keehner & Gathercole, 2007),
visual imagery (e.g., Emmorey, Kosslyn, & Bellugi, 1993),
and face processing (e.g., McCullough & Emmorey, 1997).
Nonetheless, further study is needed to determine whether
deafness is necessary or sufficient to bring about the
observed changes in visual synchronization ability.

4.3. Conclusions

Our results challenge the long-held notion of fixed dif-
ferences between auditory and visual rhythmic sensorimo-
tor integration. The findings constrain cognitive models of
timing by demonstrating the feasibility of an amodal tim-
ing system for visual stimuli that are appropriately struc-
tured. The fact that deaf individuals exhibited evidence of
higher-level metrical processing for visual flashes provides
further support for the hypothesis that an amodal timing
mechanism can support rhythmic sensorimotor integra-
tion. Further, equally accurate performance by deaf and
hearing participants for moving visual stimuli indicates
that visual rhythms do not need to be recoded into audi-
tory imagery, although it is nonetheless possible that deaf
individuals might recruit auditory cortex when processing
visual rhythms.

The fact that deafness (perhaps in conjunction with life-
long signing) improved the temporal processing of visual
flashes has important implications for the nature of cross-
modal plasticity and for the auditory scaffolding hypothesis
(Conway et al., 2009). First, the results provide evidence
that cross-modal plasticity effects are not limited to atten-
tional changes in the visual periphery and are consistent
with recent research showing enhanced visual ‘‘reactivity’’
in deaf individuals (Bottari et al., 2010, 2011). Second, the
results show that auditory deprivation during childhood
does not lead to impaired temporal processing of rhythmic
visual stimuli. This finding implies that the auditory
scaffolding hypothesis does not apply to timing ability in gen-
eral and may be specifically limited to sequencing behavior.
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